Abstract-This paper proposes a face occlusion verification method for an automated teller machine (ATM) application. The proposed method mainly consists of three steps. Firstly, a head and shoulder shape is detected by applying B-spline active contour to motion edges. This motion edge is generated by a kurtosis-based frame selection and distance transformationbased motion edge detection. Secondly, a face area is estimated by fitting an ellipse to the detected head and shoulder shape. Finally, occlusion of the face area is determined by measuring skin color area ratio (SCAR) of whole face area and facial component areas. Experimental results show that the proposed head and shoulder detection method has 94.8% detection rate even though there are various types of severe occlusions in faces, and the proposed occlusion verifier has 86.7% verification rate.
INTRODUCTION
The detection and recognition of partially occluded face have been extensively researched since they can be used in a numerous applications such as biometrics and visual surveillance [1] . There is one more important research topic when dealing with an occluded face, which is face occlusion verification. This research determines whether a face is occluded or not and which part of face is occluded. It can be used for an automated teller machine (ATM) application [2] - [4] .
The process of verifying face occlusion consists of two main algorithms. One is face detection and the other is occlusion verification. Face detection algorithms for this task should be robust against partial occlusions and there are two approaches: facial component-based and shape-based. Facial component-based approach [5] , [6] detects facial components such as eyes, nose and mouth and determines a face area based on the component detection result. This approach provides face locations as well as facial component locations. However, this can have difficulties when dealing with non-frontal faces and it is hard to detect facial components in a low resolution image. Shape-based approach [4] detects faces based on the knowledge of head, neck and shoulder shapes. Since these shapes are not severely changed with different face pose, it can detect non-frontal faces even with a low resolution image.
However, it needs an additional effort to determine locations of facial components.
Occlusion verification algorithms can be categorized into three approaches: classifier-based, component presence-based and skin color area ratio (SCAR)-based. Classifier-based approach [7] determines face occlusion by using a pattern classification method. The method in [7] divided a face area into upper and lower parts, and trained occluded parts by using principal component analysis (PCA) and support vector machine (SVM). This method works well with frontal and aligned face images. However, its performance can be severely degraded when dealing with non-frontal or miss-aligned face images. Component presence-based approach [3] detects facial components in a face area and determines face occlusion based on the presence of facial components at appropriate locations. This can exactly determine which components are occluded. However, it can hardly be used with a low resolution face image. SCAR-based approach [4] extracts skin color pixels in a face area and determines face occlusion by calculates a ratio between the number of skin color pixels and the number of non-skin color pixels. This is robust against pose, alignment and image resolution, but its performance depends on illumination condition and camera characteristics. This paper proposes a new face occlusion verification method that combines a shape-based face detection and SCARbased occlusion verification. This method consists of three steps: 1) B-spline active contour-based head and shoulder detection, 2) ellipse fitting-based face localization, 3) global and local SCAR-based face occlusion verification. Firstly, a frame difference image is generated with an appropriate time interval which is determined by a kurtosis-based frame selection. Moving edges are detected by combining a distance transformation of frame difference image and edge detection result of current frame. Secondly, an exact face area is determined by fitting an ellipse to points on head shape of Bspline active contour estimated in the first step. Lastly, SCARs are calculated in a whole face area, eye area and mouth area, and then face occlusion verification is conducted by using these SCARs. Experimental results show that the proposed head and shoulder detection method has 94.8% detection rate even though there are various types of severe occlusions in faces, and the proposed occlusion verifier has 86.7% verification rate. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces Bspline active contour-based head and shoulder detection method. Section 3 describes an ellipse fitting based face localization and SCAR-based face occlusion verification.. In Section 4, experimental results and analysis are presented. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.
II. HEAD AND SHOULDER DETECTION
This section introduces a head and shoulder detection method that applies B-spline active contour to motion edges produced by frame difference image. One of the most widely used method for generating frame difference images is threesigma rule [8] . This method can be simply implemented and its computational cost is low. However, it produces false difference pixels when there is no moving object. Therefore, we propose a kurtosis based frame selection method to find an appropriate frame interval that produces enough object motion. Kurtosis in (1) is a measure of the peakness of the probability distribution [9] .
ȝ 4 is the fourth moment of mean and ı is a standard deviation. The more 2 γ is close to 3, the more the distribution is similar to normal distribution. A distribution that is more outlier-prone than the normal distribution has 2 γ greater than 3, and 2 γ is less than 3 in case of a distribution that is less outlier-prone than the normal distribution. Since distribution of intensity difference between consecutive images obtained from a static camera follows white Gaussian noise (WGN) in case where there is no moving object, its kurtosis is close to 3. Fig. 1 (a) and (c) show the frame difference image with no moving object and its distribution, respectively. In this case the kurtosis is 3.49. Whereas, the distribution does not follow WGN and kurtosis increases when moving objects appear. Fig. 1 (b) and (d) show the frame difference image with a moving object and its distribution, respectively. In this case the kurtosis is 45.31. Therefore, we use the kurtosis of frame difference to determine frame interval based on the amount of motion. If the kurtosis is larger than a pre-determined threshold ( λ =10), it is considered that there is enough amount of motion so that the head and shoulder detector is applied to the frame difference image. Otherwise, the head and shoulder detector is not applied since it is considered that there is not enough motion.
If B-spline active contour is directly applied to the frame difference images, the resulting contours are likely to show a lag as shown in Fig. 2 . In this figure, (a) and (b) show the binarized frame difference image and corresponding head and shoulder countour, respectively. This lag is due to the thick frame differences caused by a large amount of object motion. 
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i j is classified as an edge pixel and θ is a pre-determined threshold which is set to 5. Fig. 3 shows the motion edge extraction process in detail. In this figure, (a), (b) and (c) are a frame difference image, its distance transformed image and edge detection result of current frame, respectivley. (d) shows the final motion edge extraction result by combining (b) and (c) via (2) . It can be easily noticed that the motion edges in current frame are correctly extracted.
Since the head and shoulder detection result can be erroneous when head and shoulder shape partially appears in images, we need to determine if the entire head and shoulder shape appears in images. This is conducted by using the minimum and maximum x coordinates of motion edges. The entire shape is considered to be inside of images when the minimum x-coordinate of the motion edges is larger than five and its maximum x-coordinate is smaller than the value of image width minus five. Once the entire head and shoulder shape appears in images, it is necessary to generate a mean shape template. A mean shape template is an initial shape of B-spline active contour which is used as a seed for contour fitting. To generate a mean shape template, we assume two conditions. One is that the motion edges are extracted from a single moving person and the other is that the height of head is 60% of the width of shoulder as shown in Fig. 4 . Under these two assumptions, the center location (x and y) and scale factor (s) of mean shape template are chosen as (3). are x-coordinate of motion edge center, width of shoulder and height of the template, respectively. The orientation of mean shape template is set to zero degree. The scale factor (s) is set to 75% of shoulder width (s) to make a mean shape template slightly larger than a real head and shoulder size. This larger mean shape template size can avoid contour fitting to be disturbed by motion edges within a face area. After generating a mean shape template, the head and shoulder contour is fitted to the motion edges in order to find out its accurate location, scale and orientation. The B-spline active contour is fitted to motion edges by minimizing difference between observation contour Q f and contour Q (=WX+Q 0 ) which is represented by a shape vector X as shown in (4).
This contour fitting is an iterative process and it can be done by follow procedure proposed in [10] . Firstly, normal vectors are generated on the points that are spaced apart on the mean shape template in each iteration. Secondly, distances between the points spaced apart on the mean shape template and the intersection points of normal vectors and motion edges are calculated. Lastly, the shape vector is updated by minimizing sum of these distances. The number of iteration is set to 25. The mean shape template of N-th frame is generated by using the resulting shape vector of (N-1)-th frame.
III. FACE OCCLUSION VERIFICATION
Once the head and shoulder shape is estimated, we need to determine a face area and verify face occlusion in that area. To determine an exact face area, an ellipse fitting method in [11] is applied to the points on the mean shape template which compose a head shape. After finding a face area, face occlusion verification is conducted by using a skin color area ratio (SCAR) in (5) [4] . The method in [12] is used for detecting skin color pixels.
the number of skin color pixel in face area SCAR the number of skin color pixel in ellipse area = (5) Since an unoccluded face includes a large number of skin color pixels, SCAR has a large value. Otherwise, this has a small value. Based on this knowledge, a face area is classified as an unoccluded face if its SCAR is larger than a predetermined threshold ( face τ =0.6). However, it is difficult to classify a face area with SCAR smaller than face τ as an occluded face because face areas of tilted heads are likely to have small SCAR as shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (b) . In this case, the face is identifiable but its SCAR (=0.404) is less than face τ .
To overcome this problem, we verify face occlusion once more by using local SCARs obtained from eye and mouth areas for the face areas which have SCAR less than face τ . If the SCAR of eye area is less than eye τ , it is classified as an eye-occluded face. If the SCAR of mouth area is less than mouth τ , it is classified as a mouth-occluded face. If these two SCARs are larger than the thresholds, it is classified as an unoccluded face. The eye and mouth areas are determined as shown in Fig. 6 . Fig. 5 (c) and (d) show the eye and mouth areas, respectively. In this case, SCARs of the eye and mouth areas are 0.7613 and 0.9237, respectively, so that the face area in this figure is classified as an unoccluded face.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Performance evaluation was conducted by using 120 video sequences of 8 subjects (40 video sequences for three cases: no occlusion, mouth occlusion by a mask and eye occlusion by sunglasses). The image resolution and frame rate are 640 480 pixels and 15 frame per second, respectively. The video sequences were acquired according to the scenario of ATM user in Fig. 7 . Image acquisition was started when users appear in front of ATM machine by one meter. The scenario in Fig. 7 approximately took ten seconds. 120 video sequences include 12,120 frames (4,040 frames per each occlusion case). Among them, the proposed head and shoulder detection method succeeded in 11,490 frames so that the detection rate is 94.8%. This shows that this method can successfully detect head and shoulder contours regardless of partial occlusions. Fig. 8 shows the head and shoulder detection results of three occlusion cases.
To apply the proposed face occlusion verification method to a video sequence, we calculate SCARs of face areas for all the images in a video and find the face area that produces the maximum SCAR value. If this maximum SCAR value is larger than the threshold ( face τ ), it is classified as an unoccluded face.
Otherwise, SCARs of eye and mouth areas are calculated to verify face occlusions. By using this approach, the proposed face occlusion verification method succeeded in 104 video sequences out of 120 video sequences. So, the occlusion verification rate is 86.7%. Fig. 9, 10 and 11 show the cases where the proposed method succeeded to verify face occlusion. It can be seen that face, eye and mouth areas are correctly estimated in these three cases. In Fig. 9 , the face area was classified as an unoccluded face since SCARs of those three areas were larger than the corresponding thresholds. In Fig. 10 , the face area was classified as an eye-occluded face because SCARs of face and eye areas were less than the corresponding thresholds. In Fig. 11 the face area was classified as a mouthoccluded face since SCARs of face and mouth areas were less than the corresponding thresholds. There were 16 cases where the proposed method failed to verify face occlusions. There were two main reasons for these failures. One is the incorrect localization of eye and mouth areas caused by head tilting and inaccurate ellipse fitting, and the other is the incorrect skin color detection, especially on the region of sunglasses. 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposed a method for face occlusion verification method for an ATM application. The proposed head and shoulder detection method can accurately extract face areas even in cases of face occlusions and pose variations, and the global and local skin color area ratios-based occlusion verifier can effectively determine whether a face area is occluded and which part is occluded even under slight pose variations. In the future, we are planning to improve the occlusion verification performance by using a head pose estimator and face wearing detector.
